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ABSTRACT

Human resources (HR) plays a key role in any business, regardless of its size. Besides recruiting new hires and optimizing existing staff to keep a business running smoothly, HR is also responsible for boosting employee engagement and productivity. Despite the importance of human resource management (HRM) to every organization’s efficiency, micro-businesses struggle with HR challenges such as staff recruitment, training, and retention. Small businesses, especially family-owned ones, often view HRM as an unnecessary investment. This case study examined appropriate HR activities at a micro-enterprise named “Kak Yus Soya.” The purpose of this case study was to identify disparities between Kak Yus Soya’s HR practices and a theoretical HR framework. The next course of action was to evaluate the company’s preparedness to implement HRM and, from there, to design the most suitable HRM framework in light of the organization’s needs and capabilities. The case study objectives were fulfilled by
employing a mixed-method approach that combined qualitative and quantitative data collection. The data-collecting process was designed to allow continuity between the objectives of the case study, where each objective was related to bridging the HR gaps in the organization, which subsequently aided in developing a practical HR framework for Kak Yus Soya. At the end of the study, a structured HRM model for micro-enterprises was created in accordance with the theoretical framework that served as the foundation of this case study. The established HR framework integrated five HR activities: i) assessing employer readiness, ii) HR planning, iii) selection and recruitment, iv) training, and v) performance appraisal. These activities are the fundamental components that a good HRM system must contain.
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**INTRODUCTION**

Human Resources (HR) is one of the important components of any organization. As the name implies, HR is the foundation of the company, responsible for employing and deploying external and internal skills to ensure business operations run smoothly. For a company to maintain productivity, the HR department must also enhance employee engagement in company operations and discover development prospects to preserve business productivity. HRM focuses on people as human capital to drive organizational performance (Chaddha, Khalique & Parimoo, 2020).

For decades, the rapid development of new technologies has influenced worldwide HR practices, and this trend continues. HR methods in major organizations have progressed from classic HR principles in the 1970s to strategic HRM in recent years (Boon et al., 2019). In addition, business trends and market participation have improved human capital management in many multinational organizations (Bakator et al., 2019). As opposed to large organizations, micro, small and medium-sized enterprises (MSMEs) are ready for HR management to be implemented; however, the main obstacle they confront is a lack of HRM execution ability (Virk, 2017). Although HRM plays an essential role in developing and establishing competitive advantages, many MSMEs frequently face significant HR challenges
and limitations, such as the ability to attract, develop, and retain their employees (Belsito & Reutzel, 2019). According to Dundon (2018), HR practices differ substantially amongst small enterprises. They take an individualistic approach to HRM, using a range of management techniques from autocratic to participatory, and are typically inspired by the beliefs of the company’s owners.

According to the Malaysia Statistical Business Register (MSBR), issued by the Department of Statistics, Malaysia (DOSM), SMEs accounted for 97.2 percent of all business establishments in Malaysia in 2020, with micro-enterprises accounting for 78.4 percent of the total percentage (SME Corp, 2020). This information demonstrates that micro businesses dominate the Malaysian business landscape and require strong HR policies to survive, expand, and succeed.

This case study is about Adfa Teguh Enterprise, a family-owned micro-enterprise in Klang, Selangor. This case study aimed to examine Kak Yus Soya’s current HR practices and set up a good HR framework that suits its capability to help them stay organized for a better working environment. This case study followed Hung et al.’s note (2016; p234), “HRM improves the long-term competitiveness of SMEs by developing and utilizing employees and encouraging them to pursue the interest of the organization.”

**Problem Statement**

According to SME Bank (2017), a micro-enterprise defined by Bank Negara Malaysia is a business entity with an annual sales turnover of RM300,000 or employs fewer than five permanent employees. Kak Yus Soya, a soy drink and bean curd producer with five full-time employees and an annual sales turnover ranging from RM120,000 to RM150,000, has classified its operation as a micro-scale business.

Despite having been in the industry since 2012, Kak Yus Soya is still unable to elevate its business status from micro to small-sized business (defined as a business entity that generates total annual sales of RM300,000 to RM1.5 million or employs five to 75 full-time employees) (SME Bank, 2017). Kak Yus Soya has trouble expanding its business due to poor labour management, unsystematic manufacturing flow, and disorganized documentation. Ultimately, all these difficulties are due to not having a dedicated HR department to begin with to manage its human capital and guide its business
operations. Kak Yus Soya’s incapability to adequately manage its HR issues leads to a decline in sales, overlapping jobs, overworked and underpaid employees, and unsystematic business documentation. Following that, the researchers found out that Kak Yus Soya has not been operating in accordance with the guidelines outlined in the Employment Act 1955 (the Employment Act). The Employment Act provides guidelines on how businesses should handle their HR operations and uniformity with minimum safeguards for employees.

The issue of poor adherence to the Employment Act will lead to a high turnover rate. Employee turnover refers to the frequency with which workers switch employers, positions within an organization, and employment statuses (between employed and jobless) (Hosen, 2022). It has been reported that Malaysian SMEs have among the highest employee turnover rates in the world, at 19 percent and 22 percent for small and medium enterprises, respectively, according to Kadiresan et al. (2016). This data presents a significant challenge for the management of Malaysian SMEs in retaining their talents. Thus, the employee turnover rate in micro-enterprise is expected to be high, and employees may come and go unpredictably. According to Yusniha Yusof, the owner of Kak Yus Soya, she usually replaces three employees annually, in which most of the decision to leave was motivated by a heavy workload at Kak Yus Soya and better career opportunities elsewhere. The researchers focused on these employment concerns in the manpower planning function, which compares Kak Yus Soya’s current employment practices with industry standards. Meanwhile, the adoption of employment contracts in accordance with the Employment Act can aid in long-term staff retention, which can contribute to the success of Kak Yus Soya’s business.

Kak Yus Soya’s existing method of paying salaries to employees is also not documented on employment or any form of binding contracts, which means that workers may not be aware of the exact amount they would be paid. This means the wages could be adjusted down the line, perhaps when business is slow. The unfair treatment of workers and subsequent unhappiness and dissatisfaction are the inevitable results. When it comes to SMEs, Yuen and Tan (2019) claimed that good pay can strengthen the company’s competitive advantage and keep workers’ work performance high by providing attractive financial benefits. As such, in the case of Kak Yus Soya, the HR compensation planning function comes to light.
The research by Bakator et al. (2019) suggested that HRM practices have a favourable influence on overall business performance, making it clear that Kak Yus Soya needs to establish a solid HR framework in order to improve its management. According to Rashid and Mohd Harif (2016), good business performance is directly involved in financial metrics such as profitability, productivity, revenue, and business growth. These metrics influence employee engagement, provide job security and increase employee satisfaction, which helps the company sustain itself for a longer period of time. A company’s success can be measured in more ways than just financial factors; for example, by the degree to which it provides a safe and pleasant environment for its employees. Therefore, it is crucial for the researchers to investigate employees’ needs and satisfaction prior to designing Kak Yus Soya’s HR framework.

The aforementioned HR issues justify why Kak Yus Soya needs HR planning that involves manpower planning, compensation planning and study on employees’ needs and satisfaction. This HR planning will lead to how HR operations such as recruitment and selection, training, and appraisal can be mapped out to build effective HR management.

**Case Study Questions**

A systematic inquiry focuses on case study questions as they are essential to accurately capture the research outcomes. This paper’s case study questions provided an overview of the issues with which the research aimed to respond, specifically on how to integrate HRM into small firms like Kak Yus Soya. The following set of case study questions is considered the heart of a systematic investigation that assisted the researchers in defining a clear path for the research process:

1) What were the current HR practices in Kak Yus Soya’s business?
2) What was Kak Yus Soya’s level of readiness for a systematic HRM?
3) What HR activities should be prioritized to improve Kak Yus Soya’s HR practices?

**Case Study Objectives**

By responding to the questions posed in the case study question, this paper sought to accomplish the case study objectives. The following
statements had to be completed in order to fulfil the purpose of this paper, and collectively, these objectives served as statements that expressed the general underlying goals of this case study. The objectives include:

1) To analyze Kak Yus Soya’s current HR practices.
2) To identify Kak Yus Soya’s readiness level to improve its existing HR practices.
3) To propose the most suitable HR framework with HR activities that fits Kak Yus Soya’s business settings by comparing its current HR practices with established HR models.

Significance of The Study

The outcomes of this case study are expected to result in a significant improvement in Kak Yus Soya’s business operations, particularly in the manner in which its employees are managed, which will have a direct impact on the company’s production efficiency.

In addition, other micro-enterprises that are interested in constructing their very own HR framework might utilize this case study as a model or a guide to accomplish so by incorporating previously conducted research and expertise concerning the management of HR in MSMEs. Besides, this might serve as a foundation for academics to perform additional research and analysis to design solutions that are more severe and detailed to HR challenges faced by micro-enterprises.

COMPANY BACKGROUND

Kak Yus Soya is a company that specializes in manufacturing and selling soybean products. Thus, it identifies the industry to which it belongs, the Food & Beverages (F&B) industry. The F&B industry is divided into three subsectors: restaurants, catering, and beverages (DOSM, 2021), with Kak Yus Soya, clearly being within the latter. The beverages subsector is a market for beverage producers and manufacturers selling ready-to-drink items.

Adfa Teguh Enterprise is a family-owned business that originated in Klang, Selangor, was established in 2012 and officially registered in 2013. Its primary business activities are producing, selling, and
distributing soybean milk and bean curd. They centralize their business in Bukit Kuda, Klang, but their business areas cover Klang, Shah Alam, and Subang Jaya districts. The company’s first attempt to gain recognition was to brand itself “Kak Yus Soya,” expecting this would help people remember its products.

With a modest capital of RM500, it began its operation at home, then gradually expanded to hawker stalls, night markets, and bazaars during Ramadan. It also caters to special events such as weddings, open houses, and government functions. They seek improvement at the early stage of their formation by enrolling in the Asnaf Economic Development Program, organized by Pusat Zakat Selangor. They were successful in obtaining their first startup fund of RM3000. They got another capital for their business after attending a series of courses and passing the evaluations, and this time the sum was larger than the first. They also received soybean processing machines worth RM10000, including a grinder and a boiler. With significant support from Pusat Zakat Selangor, they set out on their own in the second year of business.

As they progressed, they went from a home kitchen production to a decent 400-foot-square workshop to accommodate their machinery and products. The output productivity has increased as a result of the expansion of their workplace, from 40 litres of soybean milk and 20 litres of bean curd daily to 80 litres of soybean milk and 40 litres of bean curd daily, with an average gross sale ranging from RM10,000 to RM12,000 per month. With five staff, they continued to operate despite being impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. These five employees are juggling various jobs at the same time in order to keep business expenditures as low as feasible.

**Market Segmentation**

Kak Yus Soya has identified its target market by categorizing its most purchased consumers into five market segments according to their common attributes. The identified market segments are the health-driven, the busy worker, the reseller, the business owner, and the leisure drinker. The composition of its market segments can be translated into the combo-chart as shown in Figure 1 below (the data is taken from a survey done with 150 customers in May 2021). This information helps to generate plans to serve the customers better by
understanding their needs and buying behaviours. The following subsections are detailed explanations regarding each segmentation as provided by Kak Yus Soya company itself.

**Figure 1**

*Kak Yus Soya Market Segmentation*

1) **Health-driven** consumers buy food and drinks to sustain a healthy lifestyle. Brand loyalty is likely; they choose known brands and trust the products produced. They prefer products with a good reputation for being beneficial to their health and wellness. As brand loyalists, they are less susceptible to sales and special offers unrelated to their usual preferences.

2) **Busy workers** are a dynamic market segment who eat and drink during work. Kak Yus Soya serves from lunchtime until late afternoon. Due to the business hours, this set of consumers wants a meal-replacement beverage. Instead of lunch, they drink a “filling” beverage to consume on the go to stay energized and save time.

3) **Leisure drinkers** are brand-agnostic. By definition, they are brand switchers, but they are also key customers in most F&B markets. They choose a wider assortment of beverages based on their moods and surroundings. For example, leisure drinkers seek hot soy drinks and bean curd on rainy days. They are not necessarily seeking health benefits. Instead, they buy without many considerations. Resellers buy Kak Yus Soya items to resell at their
own premises. This reseller group does not have much capital, and most are rookie entrepreneurs who desire a low-risk business.

4) **Business owners** are a group of people who buy Kak Yus Soya’s products to sell at their premises in order to diversify their offerings.

**Company’s Operation and Strategy**

Selling through intermediaries and selling directly to customers are the two primary distribution channels that Kak Yus Soya utilizes. The following details are the illustrations of the distribution channels that lead to its various market segments:

*Selling through Intermediaries*

As Kak Yus Soya intends to take big leaps in its business, the first distribution channel, which is selling through intermediaries (Figure 2), has been implemented. Kak Yus Soya managed to build a partnership with a few restaurant owners and resellers who have agreed to become agents to market its products. The partnership between the Kak Yus Soya and the resellers, or the restaurant owners, is known as a “one-level channel.” The products have only one barrier (the reseller’s premise or the restaurant) before reaching the end consumers.

**Figure 2**

*Kak Yus Soya’s B2B Distribution Channel*

![Diagram of B2B Distribution Channel](image)

**Direct Selling**

In the direct selling distribution channel (Figure 3), Kak Yus Soya sells its products to the end consumers without going through any proxies or intermediaries in order to complete the transaction. The products are often purchased by customers at its hawker-style stalls.
The early development of the HRM paradigm was heavily influenced by the needs of large organizations, where the implementation of HRM is frequently associated with the participation of big businesses (Poljašević & Petković, 2013). Small businesses do not usually prioritize HRM initiatives because they believe HRM is unneeded and a waste of money (Poljašević & Petković, 2013). Small business owners in Malaysia are more concerned with obtaining cash than installing an HRM system when expanding (Anuar et al., 2016). This common misconception about HRM in small enterprises should be challenged. The researchers believe that applying effective HRM could increase a company’s value.

Since Kak Yus Soya has been in business for ten years, securing significant cash is second to having a good HRM. In addition, a significant sum of money is useless without a system and good business management. The growing global competition forces MSMEs to continuously improve their performance if they wish to remain competitive, where to achieve this, they must invest in systematic HRM (Mulolli et al., 2015). With the recent COVID-19 crisis, small businesses are at risk more than large organizations because they do not have as much capacity or resources to get back on their feet. Therefore, an appropriate and effective HRM system can assist owners and managers of small and medium-sized businesses resolve such HR issues post-pandemic. At times like this, having a functional HRM system is especially important for MSMEs to address the HRM strategies that the owners should utilize to boost employee satisfaction, productivity, motivation, change adaption, welfare, and health through improving the working environment, talent management, and adaptability (Azizi et al., 2021).
The purpose of this case study was to investigate the challenges and possibilities involved in putting fundamental HRM practices into place at Kak Yus Soya. The analysis assumed that HR planning, recruitment and selection, training and development, and employee evaluation have a long-term impact on Kak Yus Soya’s performance. Thus, this case study created a conceptual HR framework for Kak Yus Soya based on HRM’s importance, characteristics, and constraints in MSMEs.

**METHODOLOGY**

It is necessary to conduct an in-depth study and analyze a real-world scenario to comprehend a case problem properly (Creswell, 2017). Therefore, this section describes the design of the case study, taking Kak Yus Soya as the case background, with the data collection processes and methodologies outlined following the case study objectives.

This case study approach is regarded as intensive research. It featured a single case study related to Kak Yus Soya, which included research questions, objectives, and reasons for choosing specific research methodologies, approaches, and theoretical frameworks.

Based on the case study objectives, the HRM concepts used were in accordance with the best-suited HRM theory and model for MSMEs. Therefore, the researchers selected Poljašević and Petković’s (2013) HRM model for micro and small enterprises (Figure 4) to develop Kak Yus Soya’s HR framework. From the model, five stages were derived and segmented according to fundamental HR functions. The names given to each stage are as follows: employer’s readiness, HR planning, recruitment and selection, training, and appraisal.

Many scholars and academics believed that HR functions in MSMEs were identical; however, Poljašević and Petković (2013) distinguished them based on business capacity; where the approach in small and micro enterprises differs from the approach in medium firms. As a result, the HRM conceptual model developed by Poljašević and Petković (2013) was selected because it was specifically designed for micro-business settings with few employees to manage to begin with, which corresponds to the needs of this case study.
Figure 4

Poljašević and Petković’s HRM Conceptual Model for Micro and Small Enterprises.

Data Collection Technique

The objectives of the case study were addressed using a combination of qualitative and quantitative methodologies. In addition, given that the subject matter in this case study focuses on a single entity – Kak Yus Soya, the data gathering method used was purposive sampling.
Purposive sampling was a form of non-probability sampling in which the researchers selected the population of respondents to participate in the research survey based on their own discretion.

Integrating purposive sampling in a qualitative study means selecting respondents who can provide in-depth and detailed information about the phenomenon under investigation (Lavrakas, 2008). It was very subjective, with the author determining the assessment criteria in advance and evaluating each respondent in relation to the criteria. In accordance with the concept of purposive sampling in qualitative techniques, the data collection procedures employed in this case study included an in-depth interview, document analysis, and observation.

In contrast, for this case study’s quantitative technique, purposive sampling was used in a parametric test, which involved determining the arithmetic average (mean) for a series of questionnaires issued to the chosen respondents. In order to implement the purposive sampling in a quantitative technique, a 5-point Likert-scale questionnaire was employed. The respondents used the questionnaire to score themselves, and the results were then analyzed using mean interpretations.

As enlightened in the study of Shiddike and Rahman (2020), case study methodology enquired into a process, program, activity, event or people, which were intended to be covered throughout this paper. Furthermore, Smith (2018) stated that case studies permit the incorporation of diverse evidence sources, such as documents, publications, interviews, observations, and even artefacts. Therefore, these case study theories have become the main features of this paper, combining relevant and related HR studies to illustrate the case from various perspectives.

The case study’s objective was achieved through the use of both qualitative and quantitative data collection. Combining these two methods allowed us to incorporate the need to research relevant HR theories and studies into the case study’s objectives. The following data collection techniques were employed to complete this project: i) In-depth interview, ii) Document analysis, iii) Observation, and iv) Likert-scale questionnaire. The definitions of these methods are as follows:

1) **In-depth Interview**: Data is collected directly from study respondents to extract opinions, experiences, values, and other aspects relevant to the investigation to accomplish a specific purpose (Showkat et al., 2017).
2) **Document Analysis**: A method of social research that is an integral component of the majority of triangulation designs that refers to the numerous procedures needed in examining and interpreting data collected through reviewing papers and records important to an investigation (Bowen, 2009). Examples of document sources are public records, private papers, biography, visual documents, minutes of meetings, etc.

3) **Observation**: A data collection method that systematically describes the social activities, behaviours, and artefacts (Kawulich, 2012). In this case study, the form of observation employed was participant observation. The researchers acted as both observers and participants in the environment under study. This allowed the author to comprehend what was being observed.

4) **Likert-scale questionnaire**: A Likert scale is a psychometric instrument that enables respondents to select from a variety of categories to describe their thoughts, attitudes, or emotions regarding a certain issue. In this case study, respondents self-rated the Likert scale questionnaire, and mean interpretations were used to analyze the results.

The respondents selected for both techniques were based on a nonprobability sample assumed to represent Kak Yus Soya. In this case study, respondents were selected from within the company, and the sample size ranges from one to five, depending on the stage. The method of data collection and the number of respondents at each stage are detailed in Table 1:

**Table 1**

**Data Collection Technique by Stages**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Deliverable</th>
<th>Data collection technique</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>No. of respondent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-Employer’s readiness</td>
<td>To gauge the employer’s readiness level to systematic HRM practice</td>
<td>Objective 2</td>
<td>5-point Likert-scale questionnaire</td>
<td>Quantitative 1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued)
To achieve Objective 1: To Analyze Kak Yus Soya’s Current HR Practices, the researchers interviewed the business owner in depth and reviewed the material pertaining to existing remuneration practices. Both techniques of data collection were used to conduct an HR gap analysis between Kak Yus Soya’s existing practice and the underlying HR framework.

To achieve Objective 2: To Identify Kak Yus Soya’s Readiness Level to Improve its Existing HR Practices, the researchers distributed sets of closed-ended questions to respondents, requesting that they indicate their level of agreement with a given statement on a five-point scale. The researchers concluded the owner’s readiness for a systematic HRM by calculating the average mean of each assessment factor.

To achieve Objective 3: To Propose the Most Suitable HR Framework with HR Activities that Fits Kak Yus Soya’s Business Settings by Comparing its Current HR Practices with the Established HR Model, the researchers employed a combination of qualitative methods,
including an examination of published sources, such as papers and studies by prior researchers, and empirical observation gained from the business environment. In accordance with Poljašević and Petković’s (2013) HRM conceptual model, by closing the gap identified in stages 1 and 2, the development of stages 3: Recruitment & Selection, Stage 4: Training, and Stage 5: Appraisal was initiated.

**DATA ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS**

This case study was intended to address the HR lacking issues in Kak Yus Soya’s business operation with a suitable HR framework that fitted its business settings. A comprehensive data analysis was performed to provide answers to the case study’s questions and meet the objectives. As such, the information contained in the findings from the data analysis processes was discussed and explained in detail in this section. The findings were arranged according to the objectives of the case study.

**Objective 1: To Analyze Kak Yus Soya’s Current HR Practices**

The activities to assess Kak Yus Soya’s current HR procedures laid the foundation for determining the areas where the practice was deficient. Such activities were regarded as HR gap analysis, where a comparison study was conducted, taking Poljašević and Petković’s HRM model as the reference. In the model, the critical activities that small enterprises must focus on were “manpower planning,” “employee compensation planning,” “employee needs and satisfaction,” “recruitment and selection,” “training,” and “appraisal.” Thus, the existing HR practices of Kak Yus Soya were analyzed utilizing the same HR functions.

An in-depth interview with Kak Yus Soya’s manager was carried out at stage 2 (HR planning). This interview revealed that the company’s current HR practices were primarily unstructured and lacked the fundamental HR procedures necessary to describe a systematic approach to HR management. Following the interview, details about Kak Yus Soya’s current HR practices were acquired and compiled in Table 2:
Table 2

Summary of Kak Yus Soya’s Current HR Practices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HR activity (following the HRM model)</th>
<th>Kak Yus Soya’s Current Practice</th>
<th>Summary of Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manpower planning</td>
<td>• Basic delegation of job tasks; • Tasks were overlapped and overloaded as a result of employees working to guarantee that the daily output was accomplished.</td>
<td>The importance of having a clear hierarchical structure must be emphasized, as it will benefit the organization in defining job profiles for each business role and avoid overworked and underpaid employees.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Daily rate; • RM60/day for working 12 hours per day, six days/week; • a total of RM1,440/month; • hourly rate of RM5/hour.</td>
<td>An appropriate compensation structure is essential for attracting and retaining personnel. From the perspective of MSMEs, low-level employees must be compensated in accordance with the Minimum Wage Order (MWO) of 2022.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee compensation</td>
<td>• Needs: cover basic necessities • Satisfaction: never conduct a formal employee evaluation</td>
<td>In light of human resource capitalization, examining employees’ needs and satisfaction is important to develop job policies that effectively support their work-life balance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee needs &amp; satisfaction</td>
<td></td>
<td>The standardization of recruiting and selection procedures is required to facilitate the selection of acceptable-quality individuals through a systematic process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recruitment &amp; Selection</td>
<td>Informal (recommendation from friends/relatives)</td>
<td>A company’s efficiency depends on its employees’ skills and expertise. HR training needs should be assessed from various perspectives, not only those related to core company activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
<td>In-house training only for the production part.</td>
<td>Employee performance should be evaluated in order to guide them toward further growth and to keep them motivated and competitive in the workplace.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance appraisal</td>
<td>Nothing in place</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Martin (2016) emphasized the importance of job segregation in business operations. In order to decrease the likelihood of dishonesty, waste, and mistake, job segregation was an example of internal control restricting an employee from performing two or more tasks simultaneously in a business process. From the data gathered above, it could be seen that Kak Yus Soya’s current manpower planning did not have distinct segregation between each job function, resulting in employees being assigned overlapping and overloaded job functions. To our understanding, Kak Yus Soya currently paid its employees RM60 for working 12 hours per day, six days per week, which equated to RM1,440 per month at the hourly rate of RM5. The interview revealed that the present compensation scheme was only good enough to cover basic needs such as food, clothing, and a place to live. However, it indicated that Kak Yus Soya was on track to meet the current minimum wage order (MWO) 2022, which required companies with at least five employees to pay their employees RM1,500 per month (Ministry of Human Resources, Malaysia, 2022). The implementation of minimum wage in small businesses can raise employee engagement, motivation and productivity, leading to higher company profitability; nevertheless, it impacts their cash flow, increasing their expenses (Hanim Rusly et al., 2017). However, there is a good possibility that even a small pay raise will reduce absenteeism and employee turnover. Additionally, it would help the economy as a whole by stimulating consumer demand and promoting consumer spending, which would boost company profits and consequently promote economic growth (Lopresti & Mumford, 2016).

Furthermore, Kak Yus Soya did not set any standards for the people who should be hired. As a result, they were not on track to improve their current HR system or business operations. Its recruitment and selection methods were likewise substandard, owing to a lack of initiative in identifying and hiring qualified candidates. Morris Bixby (2017) emphasized that hiring the right person could save money and increase business efficiency. Kak Yus Soya preferred to “follow your intuition” when hiring employees and relied on word-of-mouth recommendations from friends and relatives. However, hiring the best competent personnel from the start ensured that new hires were equipped to perform successfully and contribute to the organization (Heathfield, 2021). As a result, it may result in high-quality work culture and atmosphere that could motivate other employees to succeed.

Moreover, looking at its current practice, Kak Yus Soya seemed unconcerned about employee retention or how crucial it was to do
so. For Kak Yus Soya, every employee was free to decide whether to stay with the company or pursue betterment for themselves. From the researchers’ perspective, Kak Yus Soya failed to embed a sense of belonging in the employees. Employees did not feel their importance in the company as there was no improvement system through training or appraisal in place, leading them to seek a more enjoyable workplace for job satisfaction. A sense of belonging in employees could create comfort, connection, and contribution. When an employee feels comfortable at work, he or she will feel connected through meaningful relationships with other employees and the business goals that eventually bring them to contribute to meaningful outcomes (Deloitte, 2021).

The interview, which was conducted in accordance with the HRM model, elicited Kak Yus Soya’s concerns about the salary structure, training requirements, and appraisal system, which aided Kak Yus Soya in establishing a good hierarchical structure and revealed two perspectives: managerial and non-managerial roles. According to the theme development, the HRM framework for Kak Yus Soya encompassed both the managerial and non-managerial roles from their respective points of view. Figure 5 depicts the coding of interview themes from the simplest to the most complicated ones.

**Figure 5**

*Thematic Development of Kak Yus Soya*
Objective 2: To Identify Kak Yus Soya’s Readiness Level to Improve its Existing HR Practices

This case study objective was accomplished when stages 1 (employer’s readiness) and 2 (HR planning) were completed. Stage 1 studied the lacking factors from the owner’s standpoint, and stage 2 assessed the factors from Kak Yus Soya’s existing HR practices.

At stage 1, the agenda of analyzing Kak Yus Soya’s readiness appeared important to determine areas to focus on for its improvement in HR practices. Good HR management was majorly contributed by the competency of the business’s top management, in which the business was impossible to move forward without the top management having the right skill set. As such, the results from this activity provided us with the direction to pursue to drive organizational change preparedness for Kak Yus Soya.

In order to evaluate Kak Yus Soya’s readiness for better HR management, five variables were used: i) computer and information and communication technology (ICT) literacy, ii) vision and mission awareness, iii) HR management awareness, iv) organizational structure, and v) leadership traits. All data for all variables were gathered through an in-depth interview coupled with a 5-point Likert-type scale questionnaire, with 1-representing “very poor,” 2-representing “poor,” 3-representing “acceptable,” 4-representing “good,” and 5-representing “very good.” Only one respondent was involved at this stage, Yusniha Yusof, the proprietor of Kak Yus Soya. Subsequently, the computed mean for each variable is shown in Table 3 below:

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Computer and ICT literacy</td>
<td>2.90</td>
<td>Acceptable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vision and mission awareness</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>Acceptable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR management awareness</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational structure</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership traits</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>Acceptable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average mean</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>Acceptable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following that, the interpretation of the mean ranges above followed the study of Bringula et al. (2012), as shown in Table 4:

### Table 4

*The 5-point Scale, its Mean Range, and Level of Interpretation (Source: Bringula et al. (2012))*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Mean Range</th>
<th>Level Interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.51 - 5.00</td>
<td>Very Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.51 - 4.50</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.51 - 3.50</td>
<td>Acceptable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.51 - 2.50</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.00 - 1.50</td>
<td>Very Poor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After examining all areas of the employer’s preparedness, it was reasonable to conclude that Kak Yus Soya’s preparedness level was mediocre, with an average mean of 2.80 out of 5.00. Following the computed results in Table 3, three primary problems should be prioritized moving forward: “HR management awareness,” “organizational structure,” and “computer and ICT literacy”. With the identification of these lacking areas, one of the case study objectives was met, which was to identify the factors contributing to Kak Yus Soya’s poor HRM practice.

Following that, we assessed the areas where the present HRM system fell short at stage 2. The activities to determine such areas were carried out by examining employees’ satisfaction on eleven factors concentrating on Kak Yus Soya’s existing HRM practices (Table 5). After the data analysis process was completed, the present HRM system was found to be weak in “management and leadership” and “benefit and compensation”. According to the employees’ needs and satisfaction, these two areas provided the least comforting qualities. These circumstances happened because the employees did not feel connected to the business objectives since they were not effectively informed and exposed to the employers where they were also expected to be remunerated relatively following the examples from businesses in the same industry.
Table 5

Results of Employees’ Needs and Satisfaction Study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Sentiment Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Job satisfaction</td>
<td>3.90</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job retention</td>
<td>3.53</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company culture</td>
<td>3.44</td>
<td>Acceptable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>4.05</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management and leadership</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>Acceptable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work environment</td>
<td>3.40</td>
<td>Acceptable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workplace wellness</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognition</td>
<td>3.48</td>
<td>Acceptable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benefit and compensation</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>Acceptable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal growth</td>
<td>3.53</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work-life balance</td>
<td>3.37</td>
<td>Acceptable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average mean</strong></td>
<td><strong>3.51</strong></td>
<td><strong>Good</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After reviewing the eleven aspects evaluated in the study related to employees’ needs and satisfaction, the average employee rating was found to be 3.51 out of a possible 5. With “communication” (mean: 4.08) was identified as the highest-rated aspect, and “management and leadership” as the lowest-rated aspect (mean: 2.80). Comparing the score with the mean interpretation, the employees’ needs and satisfaction comprehended at a satisfactory level. When we examined the results from each aspect, the majority of ratings fell within the same range. However, two aspects fell outside the range: the “management and leadership” and the “benefit and compensation” aspects.

Combining results from these two stages revealed the areas in which Kak Yus Soya lagged. Five fell-off areas were discovered: i) HR management, ii) Organizational structure, iii) Computer and ICT literacy, iv) Management and leadership, and v) Benefit and compensation. The identified areas were a mix of the owner’s deficiencies and the current HR system. “HR management”, “organizational structure”, and “computer and ICT literacy” were the identified factors where the owner fell short. Meanwhile, the current HR practices lacked in the area of “management and leadership” and “benefit and compensation”.
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It was helpful to identify the lack-off factors to overcome the challenges of having a systematic HR strategy. According to Skinner (2014), critical personnel management problems mostly came from a lack of know-how at top management levels. HRM itself is a broad subject and consists of various components and functions. As such, the researchers believed that when the areas of lack-off were justified, it was easier to navigate the direction for the business to improve its HRM practices. Thus, when the factors that contributed to poor HRM were identified, it was only then that Kak Yus Soya could move forward.

As much as business owners desire to implement a practical and methodical HRM system in their organization, it is equally critical to assess their competency and capability level so that they can communicate realistic goals to the entire organization. Singh and Vohra (2005) stated that even individuals with strong HR knowledge might lack the structure required to support HR functions successfully. Therefore, that made Kak Yus Soya, which lacked HRM experience and knowledge, extremely in need of seeking external assistance to improve in this area, given that no one within the company could provide the essential guidance. HRM is a journey that grows through time; therefore, the key to implementing the correct HRM approach in the organization is first to assess the owner’s readiness.

Therefore, we could conclude that an effective HRM began with the preparedness of the employer, which was correlated with Poljašević and Petković’s (2013) anecdote that put the business owners at the top of their HRM model.

**Objective 3: To Propose the Most Suitable HR Framework with HR Activities that Fits Kak Yus Soya’s Business Settings by Comparing its Current HR Practices with the Established HR Model**

According to Eaton (2019), an HR framework is a concept that relates to an organization’s strategic plan for administering and coordinating human capital-related business operations. In addition, an HR framework provides the foundation for the connection between good business performance and staff-focused HRM function. The definition aligns with the objective of proposing an HR framework for Kak Yus Soya to drive business expansion through effective human resource capitalization.
In order to establish the conceptual HRM framework for micro-businesses, we conducted a study at the outset of the data analysis process, which led us to Poljašević and Petković’s (2013) HRM conceptual model. Given the absence of many fundamental HR functions and procedures, this case study was developed to incorporate the HR framework that best matches Kak Yus Soya’s competency and comprehension level. As such, while many scholars and academics regard HR functions in MSMEs to be interchangeable, the researchers opted for Poljašević and Petković’s (2013) HRM conceptual model because it was designed following small businesses’ commercial potential. Thus, identifying a suitable conceptual HRM model answered the need to propose an appropriate HR framework for Kak Yus Soya.

Figure 6

Adaptation of Conceptual Model of HRM in Micro and Small Enterprises

Five stages were extracted from the chosen HRM conceptual model that was discovered to be necessary to construct a simplified version of Poljašević and Petković’s (2013) HRM conceptual model, as illustrated in Figure 6 above. The stages were: “Stage 1: Employer’s Readiness”, “Stage 2: HR Planning”, “Stage 3: Recruitment and Selection”, “Stage 4: Training”, and “Stage 5: Performance Appraisal”. Stages 1 and 2 contributed to the analysis of Kak Yus Soya’s HRM practices, which resulted in the identification of Kak Yus Soya’s level of readiness to enhance its HR practices and the areas that required attention. The researchers considered these two stages to be the heart of this case study, providing guidance on how the HR framework should be designed.

In Stage 2, the HR planning involved manpower planning, compensation planning, and the study of employees’ needs and satisfaction. The
researchers believed that if Kak Yus Soya centered its HR practices on “Part II – Contract of Service” of the Employment Act, it would be able to provide its employees with a clear understanding of their roles and responsibilities, as well as foster a sense of belonging and responsibility, which might lead to an increase in employee values. In addition, it protected the company from the loss that would result from an employee quitting without giving adequate notice and helped employees understand the repercussions of doing so.

As for compensation planning, all businesses shall adhere to the Employment Act “Part III - Payment of Wages” and the “Minimum Wage Order 2022”, regardless their business size, when determining employee pay rates and benefits packages. A business’s ability to pay its employees on par with industry standards shows that the business is financially strong and has opportunities to grow. A sound employee compensation structure will profile the business as stable and give affirmation to existing employees to stay loyal and attract prospective employees to join the company.

Robak et al. (2016) stated that a well-structured work arrangement is one of the most fundamental markers of work-life balance for employees of SMEs. Robak et al. (2016) added that work factors such as job satisfaction, commitment, organizational identity, loyalty, and quality of life in the workplace are identified as important by management theorists and HR practitioners looking to expand their influence on employee motivation. “Part XII of the Employment Act” addresses issues such as rest days, hours of work, holidays, and other conditions of service. If an employer complies with these provisions, it will be possible for employees to strike a healthy work-life balance, which is relevant to the issue of how employees should balance their professional and personal lives.

As a result, we can claim that HR operations are developed in line with industry norms that underpin the Employment Act, thus making it possible for an organization to offer employees a high level of satisfaction and motivation, which, in turn, promotes employee retention and productivity.

The subsequent stages 3, 4, and 5 were the complementing stages that completed the HR framework as a whole. Stage 3 introduced a formal
procedure to recruit talents and a guideline for selecting a quality candidate; Stage 4 outlined the training areas necessary to overcome the inefficiency of HRM in Kak Yus Soya as well as in its business operations; Stage 5 structured the performance management process to manage the appraisal system for Kak Yus Soya.

In Stage 3 (Recruitment and Selection), a recruitment decision model was proposed (Figure 7). The model provided the structure for a thorough analysis that took into account every aspect of the Malaysian business environment as described in Abraham et al.’s (2015) research paper, that is, from candidate selection to decision-making. There were three stages to completing the recruitment process. In the first stage, the organization must first identify the positions that needed to be filled before promoting the opening on various job-searching websites, including social media (Abraham et al., 2015).

In the second stage, the company was required to keep track of the status of the potential applicants by screening them according to the fundamental requirements, which included qualification, experience, and locality (Davidson, 2011). After that, the remaining candidates who had been shortlisted were to be invited to an interview, which was a significant part of the recruitment process as it involved contact between the candidates and the recruiters (Abraham et al., 2015). Self-presentation and candidates’ capacity to answer queries were the two characteristics that were majorly considered during the selection process (Ahmed Butt & Zeb, 2016).

At the third and final stage, a hiring decision was made, which activated the beginning of an evaluation procedure to determine whether or not the newly hired employee was able to adjust to the actual working environment (Abraham et al., 2015).
In Stage 4 (Training), the researchers summarized Kak Yus Soya’s training needs by following the five lack-off factors we identified previously (Tables 3 and 5). The lack-off factors were combined with a few other training areas, as de Vos and Willemse (2011) proposed in the 2011 OECD study on Local Economic and Employment Development (LEED). Table 6 outlines the essential training areas and the target participants for Kak Yus Soya to pursue.
Table 6

Training Summary for Kak Yus Soya (Adapted from LEED OECD Report)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training area</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Target participant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generic skills</td>
<td>• Numeracy and literacy</td>
<td>Employer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Verbal and written communication</td>
<td>Employee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Office administration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• IT user skills</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Business planning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Regulations and quality control</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management skills</td>
<td>• Good Manufacturing Practice</td>
<td>Employer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Motivate skills</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Routine skills</td>
<td>• 5S</td>
<td>Employer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Food handling procedure</td>
<td>Employee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical skills</td>
<td>• Maintenance of machinery</td>
<td>Employee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td>• Customer handling</td>
<td>Employee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entrepreneurial skills</td>
<td>• Networking</td>
<td>Employer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Bargaining skills</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Stage 5 (Performance Appraisal), in order to establish productivity in the company, the researchers proposed a closed-loop performance management system (see Figure 8). There were five stages in this system: i) performance planning, ii) execution; iii) performance evaluation; iv) performance review, and v) application. With this system, Kak Yus Soya can encourage two-way communication, monitor employee actions, offer feedback, and motivate, support, and encourage people to do their work according to performance standards.
In order to increase organizational effectiveness, this stage identified the company’s strengths, and shortcomings and emphasizes the knowledge, potential, abilities, and attitudes workers must possess for the performance management system (Watson et al., as cited in Nan nan, 2016). Three key topics were discussed and agreed upon during this phase between the company and employees, which included results, behaviours, and development plans.

1) Results: A review of the factors taken into account while determining the duties and responsibilities placed on each worker by the organization to accomplish its goals.
2) Behaviour: An indicator that establishes the behaviours that workers needed to exhibit to be successful in their employment.
3) Development plans: Describe an arrangement established between an employer and employees over the acquisition of knowledge and skills necessary to produce desired results.
Execution

Employees who were directly involved in the appraisal process were assigned tasks and duties during the execution stage so that the appraisal goals could be realized (Na-nan, 2016). According to Na-nan (2016), this stage was completed by fostering two-way communication, monitoring employee actions, offering feedback, motivating, supporting, and encouraging people to do their work according to performance standards.

Performance Evaluation

This stage involved evaluating personnel based on the standards or criteria established in the performance planning step. This type of evaluation focused on how well people performed their tasks and how they acted in connection to the goals of the firm. It could be accomplished in a variety of ways (Zheng et al., 2012).

Halacheva (2016) underlined that most small enterprises used conventional performance evaluation techniques, such as the ranking method, the application of critical incidents, and the graphic rating scale. Since it took less time and effort to evaluate and little time to gather the information needed for decision-making, Halacheva (2016) recommended the ranking method for companies with fewer employees.

In the direct ranking approach, employees were evaluated from the best to the worst. First, the assessor gave each employee a score based on the evaluation standards, such as 1 to 5, with “1” denoting extremely poor performance and “5” denoting excellent performance. The scores from each criterion were then added to determine the final score. By dividing the overall score by the number of evaluation criteria, the average score for each employee was calculated. The mean scores were then organized in ascending order to define the employees’ rank.

Performance Review

In this process step, the employer and the employees got together for a talk to go over the performance outcomes and compared and contrasted their perspectives. In this case, the evaluator prepared the
results of workers’ evaluations and displayed proper etiquette when addressing the employees’ performances and the behaviours that either fell short of or exceeded expectations, the evaluator prepared the results of their employees’ evaluations (Na-nan, 2016). This part of the process might be carried out in a casual environment and away from the presence of other workers.

According to Na-nan (2016), performance reviews should ideally be carried out on a biannual basis at the very least. However, the frequency might change depending on the conditions or surroundings of the situation. As a result, this stage could not be missed as it was an essential component that contributed to the success of development plans.

**Application**

Application was the final phase in a performance management process. Here, all performance results criteria were addressed, and the data from this phase would be used in the next performance management process, which was decision-making (Aguinis, 2013). For instance, the findings could be utilized to improve an employee’s performance by assisting the company in picking the most suitable training programmes to address the performance gaps.

In addition, it provided a platform for each employee to be challenged to improve communication between the business and employees, as well as among the employees. As a result, it facilitated the development of relevant leadership abilities for the projects at hand, as well as the collective and individual motivation of employees (Chaola et al., 2015).

Thus, the combination of these five stages constituted a comprehensive HR framework that encompassed the factors that had the potential to modify the entire organization, namely, communication, feedback, managerial capability, systematic growth, and recognition of future leaders (Watts, 2015). The HR framework provided room for effective communication within the company’s workforce through a scheduled appraisal system, with feedback anticipated at the end of the process. Moreover, it led to exposure to improved management and leadership skills, in which, throughout the process, leaders learned how to manage their employees. Respectively, it would encourage
employees’ continual improvement and could sustain a performance culture that subsequently recognized the talents of future leaders within the company itself.

LIMITATIONS OF STUDY

The subject matter of this case study, Kak Yus Soya (both the employer and the employees), had trouble understanding the fundamental HR terminology, and it was difficult to convince them to view the entire process from the perspective of changes. These two factors contributed to the limitations of this case study.

They were never exposed to a typical HR procedure, which made it difficult for them to comprehend the commonly used HR terminology and concept in the industry. Many terms, such as appraisal, job retention, continuous development, and competency, appeared foreign to them and required simplification. This could have also been contributed to the fact that most of them had a low-level educational background. As such, getting them to understand what they were being evaluated for was challenging.

Apart from that, the big picture of proposing the HR framework to Kak Yus Soya was to lead them into organizational changes for business expansion. However, creating a mindset of change throughout the organization was difficult. Moreover, they had been in their comfort zone for so long that the prospect of change was daunting. Consequently, they believed that implementing HRM would increase operational expenses and necessitate a great deal of work.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Several suggestions can be adapted for future research. As stated previously, an employer’s preparedness is the key to a successful HR framework; nevertheless, in this case study, only the technical HR activities and functions were evaluated. Therefore, the study can be expanded to include employers’ readiness in behavioural aspects such as conscientiousness, mentality, and emotionality to implement an HR framework into their business operations. The broad goal of the behavioural study is to evaluate the relationship between having the right mindset and the efficacy of the HR framework.
In addition, this case study could further take a different direction to explore the implementation of HR framework in micro-business settings from various business backgrounds, such as the service, agriculture, and tourism industry. The idea of the HRM research study with various business backgrounds is to determine whether there is a substantial difference in business productivity after applying the HR framework in different industries or whether the HR framework serves the same purpose regardless of industry.

CONCLUSION

Based on the findings of this case study, Kak Yus Soya has given recommendations for a suitable HR framework that will aid the company in attaining its business objectives and improving its business management. In addition, it sheds light on the importance of human resource management in micro-businesses and provides some insight into its worth. By identifying the gaps in its current HR procedures, Kak Yus Soya was made aware of the areas in which it lacked and provided with guidance on how to overcome the obstacles. Accordingly, the improvement in its business operations, particularly in HR procedures, must begin with the readiness of the business owner. The owner’s readiness consists of multiple variables, including technical areas such as computer and ICT literacy and managerial skills, as well as entrepreneurial skills, which include leadership and business acumen.

HRM and employee well-being have an interdependent relationship. HRM works both ways, from management to staff and staff to management. Therefore, employee participation is essential. As such, an organization must continually examine how prioritizing employee well-being can boost employee engagement, motivation, and overall job satisfaction. That being said, a strong HRM should evaluate factors like work-life balance, career growth, health and safety, and rewards and recognitions to determine the employees’ needs and level of satisfaction.

Subsequently, all of the above would helped in putting an HR framework in place. It has been determined that in order to establish the HR framework, five primary tasks need to be focused on. They are i) assessing employer readiness, ii) HR planning, iii) selection and
recruitment, iv) training, and v) performance appraisal. It appears that these activities affect the development of HR practices inside MSMEs. The inclusion of an HR framework in a micro business can yield a variety of significant results. A comprehensive HR framework improves employee satisfaction by standardizing and simplifying essential HR operations such as hiring, performance evaluation, and career development planning. Furthermore, an HR framework can assist in systematizing the recruitment process and ensuring that the organization selects the best candidates. This may result in higher employee retention and lower turnover.

Simultaneously, the micro-businesses may ensure compliance with all applicable employment regulatory requirements by having a proper HR framework. Consequently, the possibility of legal implications and financial penalties is reduced. Moreover, an HR framework can improve business outcomes by fostering a more predictable and supportive work environment that boosts employee engagement and productivity, thus, increasing output. Ultimately, improved talent management and productivity are the results of implementing a complete HR strategy that allows for the methodical identification, appraisal, and enhancement of each employee’s unique set of competencies.

In conclusion, better business results can be achieved when the HR framework is well-designed, leading to higher levels of employee satisfaction, more efficient hiring procedures, compliance with employment laws, higher levels of productivity, and more effective talent management.

It is anticipated that the results of this case study will provide Kak Yus Soya with the necessary knowledge and skills for the improvement of its business, as well as provide a foundation for further research into the formalization of HR practices for businesses, particularly microbusinesses in Malaysia. As such, a well-structured HRM system must be in place for any firm that wishes to grow.
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